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I ~IDE PE ~IDE ~l~f
Concern, composed of faculty and
students has sponsored campus
be~utification and clean-up
projects, ecological study areas
exhibits and observance of Earth
Week .. It is currently developing a
recycling program and a campaign
to save as many of the old campus
trees and open space as possible
while the college expands. Dr.
Ambry commented that such
efforts as these are important in

Council Considers
S tudent ·M oney
A nd Scholarsh ips
The student council meeting of
February 18 centered on two
main themes: announcements and
money. President of Council
Robert DiFerdinando, announced
the new terminology describing
NSC students. He explained, "We
?re ~o, longer either 'day' or
evenmg students but 'full-time'
or 'part-time' students." He
<iMi.WWS'd..»"""-:.;J,'\lw:>.!"-1'~

Popeye,
the Sailorman

February 24, 1972

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

College Com mended For
Environmental Work
Newark State has been lauded
for i~~ efforts in demonstrating
pra~tices that are beneficial to the
environment. The accolade was
given by Dr. Edward Ambry
Executive Director of the Ne,,;
Jersey Environmental Council at a
meeting of the NSC President's
Committee of Concern for the
Environment.
. The interdisciplinary and
mter-organizational Committee of

and that's all that I
am."

defended the project. He said,
"This will teach people the
system. Once they are familar
with it m a y b e t h ey will
participate in it."
Council also agreed to increase
the number of recipients of the
Student Org. sponsored JFK
Scholarship from two to eight.
(Continued on Page 9)
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NSC Site For
Mock Democratic

awakening New Jersey people to
the need because the state leads
the na~ion in population growth
an~ 111dustrialization. Future
projects under discussion include
orientation projects for new
During the evenings of April
faculty, interdisciplinary courses 1 11, 12 Newark State College
of study and Earth Day, 1972 , will be the site of a Mock
observance as well as a Democratic National Convention.
continuation of projects already The proceedings of the
started.
Convention will fqllow closely the
I~ the work of the State actual policies of the real
Environmental Council , Dr. Nominating Committee. Mr
Ambry stated that it was "hoped Mi~hael Israef of the Politicai
t_hat they could rely upon groups Sc1e_nce Department will be
hke the Committee of Concern to provi~ing "the expertise". He
help in developing curriculum explained "this is - a special
materials and methods." He also Student Org. project" _ all
felt "such demonstration projects stu_ d_ents, faculty and
as those of Newark State would administrators are to be involved
be very valuable in supplementing
The format of the Mock
courses of study devoted to Convent_ion is to set-up state
technical and social study del_e gat10ns, campaign tactics
programs.?'
rallies, nominating speeches and
In other business at the balloting. A State Delegation
~e~ting, Miss Carol McLaughlin, a C?mmittee will be formed . This
jumor speech major from West will enable any member of the
Orange, was elected treasurer for college community to become a
th~ Committee and Mr. Robert delegate from any state. Once a
Fnedman, a senior elementary state .delegation is established or a
education major from Hillside
certa_in candidate has sufficient
was endorsed as a candidate t~ b~ckmg! the campaign propa2anda
represent the College for the
R~.7'toressor Ben Cummings, ;·-~a~didate. Presently, there are
is chairman and coordinator of nine serious contenders for the
the Committee and Professor Dem ocratic Presidential
Nomination. Mr. Israel said plans
Marylin Kelland, is secretary.
are being made to have one of the

Convention

?,

c~ndidates on campus the first
mght.
. The agenda for the convention
1s t~ be as follows: Monday night,
April 10; a key-note speaker
hope_fully -one of the majo;
candidates. Plus the election of a
permanent Convention Chairman.
The second night, April 11:
platf~rm and committee speeches.
The issues brought-up are to be
the same ones in the ''real world"
speeches. The third night will tie
the nomination of candidates and
the. balloting for both the
Presi~ept and Vice-President. One
nomination speech plus two
seconds are all that will be
nece~ry for a candidate to be
nominated.
Rich Hauser, a student council
member, commented on the idea.
He said, "A lot of people are
apathetic during elections because
they do not understand the

svstem.
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Activities Office remarked, " the
most stimulating experience is
field-work. This is a beautiful
opportunity for such and a a
mini-attempt at realitv"

"Students can now take courses
whenever they want; either night
or day or a combination of both."
President DiFerdinando said
that "Council realizes the extreme
inconvience" the turnstyles in the
Snack Bar places on the
handicapped students.
DiFerdinando reported that after
meeting with Mrs. Henley, Snack
The "extra" activities falling
The Class of 1972 will
Bar Manager, she assured him she
under the term "Senior Week"
would personally get food to
On March 16, 17, and 18, the officially take its leave of Newark are: the prom, a picnic, a
Finance Board Chairman,
those students hindered by the
N.S.C.
Theatre Guild will present State on June 1, 1972. Prior to luncheon and a boat ride. The
turnstyles whenever they ate in Wanda Kolozie, enumerated a the Pulitzer Prize winning play and following the Graduation first event is the Senior prom . The
number of additional allocations
Ceremonies numerous activities
the Snack Bar. However, Council
prom is scheduled for May 31 at
at the February 17 Student "J.B." by Archibald MacCleish.
considers this promise demeaning
The play, directed by Jay R.S. are being planned to mark this the Westmont Country Club in
Council Meeting. The
to handicapped students and
Teran, concerns J.B. , the event.
West Paterson. The Westmont
organizations and their Council
demanded the turnstyles be taken
Country Club is the same site the
and
Board approved prototype of Job, whose faith is
The
Commencement
Exercises
arbitrarily put to a test by two
out.
Class of '7 2 held their Junior
appropriations
are
as
follows
:
Council also reasoned that the
aged circus performers who pose will begin that Thursday at 10:00 prom. The bids will be $25 per
1. Class of 1972 - $100.48:
A.M.
In
preparation
-for
this
turnstyles should be removed
Lord and Satan.
cou pie. As of yet, the
postal charge for mailing as the
Set against the stunning ceremony the fittings for the caps entertainment has not been
because the purpose of their
announcements to Seniors of cap
and
gowns
will
take
place
installation is not being achieved.
background of a disintegrating
selected. The Prom Committee is
fittings.
circus (and a magnificent set Monday, February 28 and negotiating for either " Bread" or
It was explained, "they were put & gown
2. Council for Exceptional
Tuesday
,
February
29
from
10:00
designed by Richard Turick), the
in to stop 'rip-offs'. The food
Children - $914.00: for 8 play seeks to understand J .B.'s A.M.-4:00 P.M. in the TV Lounge. Neil Diamond.
prices were raised because of the
An evening boat ride up the
students to attend National CEC
As of now, a Commencement
thefts; now that the turnstyles are
(Continued on Page 9)
Hudson
is set for Friday, June 2.
Convention
in
WDC
3/19-3/24
Speaker has not been retained. A
in, the prices should be lowered if
A picnic at Forest Lodge near
$50.00: for taking children to
number
of
persons
have
been
they are effective. Since the prices
contacted but none have been Watchung is tentatively scheduled
are not down, we can assume the NSC Carnival
3. Community Coalition available . A petition was drawn-up for either June 3 or June 4.
installation has not been effective,
Concluding Senior week will be
$140.00:
for
SANJ
Convention
at
last week requesting that Frank
therefore the turnstyles should be
the
Senior Luncheon offered to
Zappa be retained as the
NSC plus supplies
removed." '
the
graduates
by the College.
4.
Class
of
1975
$30.00
Commencement Speaker.
In other business, Council
5. Business Manager - $9,000:
appropriated $2,205.00 for an
On February 17, Assemblyman
All-College Mock National salary. It was announced at
Democratic Convention to be held Council that this is a "full-time , Yates of New Jersey made a rare
on campus April 10, 11 and 12. 1nore than 40 hour a week job." appe-arance at Newark State
6. CCB - $236.19: for starting College, to speak on the tuition
The Mock Convention will
Four student armed forces one Newark resident began their
simulate the normal procedures of a craft store in the Little Gallery. hike in state colleges.
veterans
have been hired to staff a duties recently. The Elizabeth
7. Economics Club - $805.00:
Presently Mr. Yates has a
the convention hall during a
residents are Carlos Aguero, Leon
resolution (No. AR-4) on the veteran's "outreach" program in Hall and Raymond Kaczmarek.
Nominat ing Convention. The field trips
conjunction
with
the
Newark
8. SCATE - $1300.00: field
floor of the Assembly. This
spokesmen for the Convention
State College Veteran's Identity Ulysses Good of Newark
was Mr. Michael Israel of the trips for children in program, resolution is concerned with the
completes the four man staff
halting of the proposed tuition Program. The positions were made assigned to work with Mr. William
Political Science Department and buses and supplies.
available through grant from the
9 . Student Education Assoc. Mr. Jim Mason, senior student
Vincenti, Director of Veterans
increase.
Department of Higher Education
$238.00:
for
attendance
of
6
During
his
discussion
in
the
council member and secondary
Affairs at Newark State.
as part of the Emergency
According to Mr. Vincenti ,
social science major. Mr. Israel students at Conference in Atlantic Little Theatre, he gave many
reasons for his opposition. First, Employment Act.
(Continued on Page 9)
explained the purpose and the City, 2/25-2/27
Three Elizabeth residents and
10. Student Directory
(Continued on Page 2)
p tanned activities of the
(Continued on Page 9)
Convention while Mr. Mason

Orgs.
Appropriated
Monies

nJ.B." Due
From Guild

final Senior
Activities Announced

Yates Vs.
Tuition

''Outreach'' Begins

Page 2
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Collateral ·Program In Bilingual
Elementary Education Needed

"This college cannot and will , schools in New Jersey there were usage of their bilingual
not significantly increase its only 56 bilingual teachers · knowledge.
At the Newark State College the Board of Higher Education . Black, Puerto Rican and Spanish employed in the state. The
under the superv1s10n of speaking community unless it College Curriculum Committee Community meeting, it was
Chancellor Ralph Dungan on its developes more sophisticated and realizing the need for such concluded that there was an
own without consulting the . innovative techniques," -Thomas expertise has given concept immediate need for bilingual
Legislature. This will help his L. Duryiar, excerpt from memo to approval to a program for the teachers who could teach a
resolution to pass because the NSC Admissions Office, 9/16/71. development of a collateral bilingual cu •r riculum to
members of Legislature oppose The preceding quote can be seen program in Spanish-English non-English speaking children.
being omitted from the type of as the germ to initiate some education. Goals for the bilingual Therefore, it will be necessary for
decisions the Department of "more sophisticated and program are a) to recruit Spanish a student participating in the
Higher Education has made. Yates innovative techniques" in NSC speaking students and faculty to future bilingual program to be
feels that an increase in tuition is curriculum.
the Newark State Campus b) to fluent in both languages and be
in direct opposition with the
provide services for the trained in teaching methods of
Mrs. Georgianna Lynn , surrounding communities of inst ruction in both languages.
philosophy of state education.
Large sections of Newark,
The purpose and rational for state Assistant Dean of the School of Newark and of Elizabeth c) to
colleges to exist at all is to give Education , explained in an provide a medium for Jersey City, Hoboken, Perth
residents of this state a chance to INDEPENDENT interview that Spanish - background Amboy, Passaic, and Dover are
receive a quality education at a although 65,000 Puerto Rican undergraduates to fulfill their populated by Spanish speaking
low cost. Yates mentioned that children were enrolled in public goals in higher education with the people. Various positions in the
many people argue that the
student should pay for their entire
education instead of burdening
the already hard-hit taxpayers.
Yates says that what these people
fail to realize is that an average
college graduate makes about a
quarter of a million dollars more
Unless a college student has
in a lifetime than a non-college
Produced and directed by children, as a rule he should not
The History Club of Newark
graduate and these graduates will State is pleased to announce that Pierre Schoendorffer, this buy life insurance. In fact, says
also pay more taxes in their it will present the Academy documentary is an in-depth study the nonprofit Consumers Union,
lifetime . Another argument Award winning documentary of the physiological and "the last thing most college
against the increase is that the ''The Anderson Platoon ," emotional effects of war. students need is life insurance."
college student is going through Tuesday, February 29 , at 1:40 Schoendorffer and his camera
(Co ntinued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 9)
usually the poorest time of his p.m. in Willis 100.
life, because he isn't capable of
handling a full time job and
continuing his studies.
(Continued from Page 1)

History Club To Air
~~':1°Th:e
''The Anderson Platoon'' College Man?

Yates says that there MUST be
student and faculty and
administration interest in his
resolution or it iust won't pass. He
suggests !?assive telephone ~
of the legislature.

Management Science
Option Available

Be&inning in September, 1972, Un derstanding and analysis, upon their desired goals. This will
"--- #-1\.--j-n u ...., {'On\nUltiQD
Manag-ement Science opt10n m the aec1s10n-making. l>ecision-inak1ng '-r
o ine requtrea genera1 educaUoYt
Department of Economics. It will also entails the proposing of (liberal arts) and professional
be presented within the program effective solutions to problems
The meeting was attended by leading to the degree of Bachelor which at times may be very
Required Professional
approximately 100 people.
of Arts in Economics.
complex. The professional courses
Courses
in Management Science
This new option will include in the Management Science option
Course
Credits
basis liberal arts courses and will give the student various tools Principles of Accounting..... ................ 3
professional management courses to use in making effective Management of Corp orate Finance .....3
LSAT WORKSHOP
such as accounting, finance , and decisions. These tools include Personnel Management ...... ........ .. ....... 3
personal management . The curre~t accounting principles, Business Statistics ......... ...................... 3
Classes now forming in
professional courses will draw financial methods of analyses, Quantitative Methods in
Management Science ............... ........ 3
upon
the most recent advances in statistical testing, mathematical
preparation for April 8th
quantitative methods and the modeling , and computer Computer Programming...................... 6
21
LSAT. Under direction of
social sciences. Therefore the programming. Needless to say, the
General Education Requirements
Management Science option will complex problems facing society
law professor and high
Credits
rely heavily upon the basic social today can only be solved with Course
English Compostion ............................ 6
scoring LSAT specialists.
sciences (economics, political tools using the most recent Physical
Edu cation ............................. 2
science, psychology , and advances of decision-making." Healthful Living..•......... .......... ......... ... 2
Course begins March 11th.
sociology) and will require a Any student interested in further Social Science ..................... ............ .... 6
knowledge of computer information may contact Dr. History ........................ ............... .. ...... 6
Verified record of
programming and business Leslie Hiraoka in Willis Hall
Mathematics ....................................... 6
achievment.
statistics.
Room 409.
' Psychology ......... .......... ......................3
Science Option .. ..................... ............ 8
Commenting on the institution
LAW BOARDS INSTITUTE
With his background, a student
of such a program, Dr. Leslie in Management Science can seek Art. ............................................. ........ 3
450 7th Ave.
Hiraoka, Chairman of the employment in business, public Philosoph y.........•................................ 3
Music ............................. .......•............. 3
Economics Department stated, (government) administration,
(34th St.) NYC
48
"The new Management Science hotel management, educational Electives and possible
212 594-1970 & 695-2611
Option is patterned after the administration , sales, banking,
Internship Program ...........•...........55
need s of today's society, hospital or health administration.
To tal 124
Occupational studies in the state He or she could enter a trainee
Typical Management
and nation unanimously indicate a program in a large corporation for
Science Electives
strong growth in the service an eventual role in middle Marke ting
industries. This, together with the management, supervising the Accounting II
increased sophistication in activities of several Produ ction Management
government and industry, calls for non-professionals. Or if inclined Operations Research
invites you to:
individuals with understanding the graduate of the Management Investments
MASS:
and the ability to make decisions. Science program could open up Money & Banking
Government & Business
Thurs: 1:40
A good grounding in he liberal his own business enterprise.
Business Cycle Theory
arts will give the student a ·
Eve. Students' Council Rm1
Because of the flexibility in the Public Administration
broad-based understanding of Management Science option, Social Psychology
(next to Stu. Act. Off.)
problems confronting a manager students will formulate a program Urban Sociology
Sun. 6 P.M.
or public administrator. of elective courses depending Industrial Sociology

fAl'HOLIC CAM PUS
MINISTRY of
NEWARK STATE

Womens' Dorm Lounge
'Open House' Meeting:
Tues: 1:40, Council Rm.
A few minutes to pray:
Fri: 9:30
Chapliiin's Office
Fr. Phil Merdinger .
Off. Book Store Bldg. '
Box 25

Is the Book & Supply store doing its iob right now?
How can we deve lop in the future as enrollment grows and the
qu a lity of student life increases?
speak u p
Thrusday, M arch 2

exch ange ideas
Fo rm a l Lounge

Dow ns Ha ll

l :40 p .M .

elementary school systems of
those areas will be eventually
filled by teachers who have been
instructed in the bilingual
program. Bilingual instruction, as
a subdivision of the teaching
profession, may ultimately be a
possible vocation outlet in the
now saturated field of education.

Volunteer Tutors
Needed In Newark
Community leaders in the Seth
Boyden Homes, one of the many
Newark Housing Authority
projects are instituting a volunteer
tutoring service to help raise the
educational level of its young
residents.
We have the facilities! We have
the children! All we need are
more tutors to add to our
presently small but eager staff.
The program is under the
leadership of Martin Richeimer, a
1971 graduate of Jersey City
State College and Dan Spahn, a
1971 graduate of Bucknell
University by way of Steubenville,
Ohio.
Anybody who is interested in
helping these kids take a giant
step toward a bright future please
get in touch with Martin
Richeimer by calling 248-8737 or
write· to Mr. Richeimer at 112
Center Ter. Newark, N.J., 07114.
We are not sure of our schedule
yet. It will depend on the
availability of our tutors. We will
try to set up a car pool to assist
those who will need
transportation to and from Seth
-,,
As a final plea please hurry
because we have the interest
now . . . it would be a shame to
lose it.

-

TUITI ON INCREASE?
Please fill out and return
to Community Coalition
Office, M.B. No. 1 or CC116.
1. Do you feel this
increase of $250 is justified?
[ ] Yes [ ) No
2. Are you financially
able to meet increasing costs?
[ J Yes [ 1 No [ )
Scholarship or Loans
3. Will this increase force
you to seek Part•Time
employment? [ ) Yes [ ) No
[ 1 Have Job [ ) Have Job
If you have a job, will it
force you to work more hours
or seek Full-Time
employment? [ ] Yes [ ) No
4. Do you feel that
Community Coalition is doing
enough to comabat this
increase? [ ) Yes [ ) No
5. What suggestions can
you make to "Help Us to Help
You"?
Help Wanted :
Male and · Female Students to
tutor children grades 1-12 in
math or reading. Must have
own transportation and live in
aenenl area of Westfield. Call
Ebroaiz ·Learni,rg Center
233-61 2 1.
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Goods
BY Gary Schein

For a few years now, some
students on this campus have tried
to establish a store in which they
could display and/or sell their
wares.
The time has finally come, and
the store is a reality. "Goods," for
the mind and body, opened its
doors two weeks before the
Christmas recess. Since that time
it has grown to encompass a great
variety of student craft work
which includes: · silver jewelry,
stoneware pottery, blown glass,
leather work, macrame',
Crocheted items, prints, and
candles.
The theory which provides the
framework for the store is that of
student service. It serves the
students who display their work,
and also serves the college
community because there is no
mark-up or profit made by the
store. If a craftsman wants $3. 00

u

I W\,

~ r,_..

a

tt.fl!i

:1i::1

$3.00. This enables the student
body to purchase quality craft
items at the lowest possible prices.
Any student can have items
displayed in the store, this is not
only for Fine Arts majors, but for·
the entire student population. If
you make something that you
think someone else will like to
have, bring it into the store, to
show, or sell. The store is located
in the college center building in
the room known as the little
gallery, in the front of the
building. In the near future, a
permanent exhibition galh!ry will
be established in the n-om in
conjunction with the store. So far,
two exhibitions are scheduled;
one, by a student, Bruce Leder,
and the other a photography
contest open to all students who
submit their work to a jury, to
compete for awards. Information
on these shows will be distributed
in the future.
The store, a perfect place to
get a special gift for that certain
someone, (which could be
yourself) is open 9:30 AM to 3:30
PM <!ai!Y. Co!llf..J.n_awi brnw=

&.,\j-I l'I VI .-V ._ ■ .- • •.., •
the
members have
.
t O participate m
Judo events, as

sd
ay
fr ee hour, _and Thu_r th
On Tuesday' January 15, the College
night from six to eight PM, m e
Newark State Judo Club gave a Campus School building 118.
demonstration in the Campus
School Gymnasium. The
hour-long demonstration covered
the many aspects of the_ art of
Judo that the club studies and
offers to all NSC students who
wish to participate. T?e
demonstration began with. a ~nef
explanation of the basic prmc1ples
of Judo by club instr~ctor
Howard Frankel, N1dan
(second-degree black b~lt( Mr. ·
Frankel explained the prmc1pal of
Judo, which allows a person. to
use an opponents' o'll'.n size,
weight, and momentum m order
to defeat that person.

well as demonstrations ~t other
clubs, or to participate m AAU
Judo in New Jersey•

Following this, club members
gave demonstrations of sport
Judo and the application of Judo
for purposes of self-defense. The
self-defense covered areas s~ch as
unarmed defense agams a
would-be mugger; women club
members showed self-defense as
well as the men.
Also shown was defense against
an armed opponent; . the
demonstration included defense
against a knife, club , or gun; and a
few of the many methods that the
club teaches. Mr. Frankel also
showed police restraint metho~,
including the proper methods or
searching a suspect, as well as how
to effectively subdue a person
who becomes violent. )\lso seen
was a demonstration of
board-breaking, and a sword
. done by the instructor
exercise
k"
b
and one of the senior ran mg c1u
members.
The Judo Club is open to all
NSC students and faculty' and
offers sport, self-defense, or
physical fitness programs. It me~ts
twice weekly' Tuesday durmg
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The exception would be the
breadwinner on whom children
will be dependent until they grow
up. Despi te this aty pical
circumstance for a collegian, "the
life insurance agent has become a
fa miliar figure on many
campuses."
Bearing this out is an industry
survey of more than 300
life-insurance companies which
turned up 20 per cent with sales
programs aimed at college
students and young professionals
who are not yet earning enough to
pay the premiums.
Isn't it difficult to sell a policy
to someone who can't afford it?
Insurance men have their sales
pitch so programmed to this
hurdle that they can often turn it
into a selling point. They
approach the premium paying
problem by offering to finance
the first annual premium, and
frequently the second, with a loan
to be paid off perhaps five years
later.
The interest on that five year
loan? It's payable at an annual
rate of 6 to 8 per cent or more.
And, says Consumer Union in
many plans the policyholder pays
interest on the interest, too.
As an example of what
life-insurance loans can cost, the
nonprofit consumer organization
tells of a $10,000 policy sold by
Fidelity Union Life of Dallas in
1970. The 21-year-old student
purchaser paid an annual interest
rate of 8.5 per cent. The
compounded finance charge on
the first year premium loan of
$151 comes to $76.07 .
the '1a~ ~ltt~flf" t,nyi=•°"_....•
policyholder's debt.
.
The promissory note itself has
built into it an acceleration claus~,
a typical feature of retail
i nsta\lment contracts. If . the
student fails to pay any premiums
on time, the lender can dem~n
. mediate payment of the entire
~~an. With the promiso_ry note, he
can also readily obtam a court
judgment ordering payment.
The CU report, warns that ~s
with most retail cre?1t
agreements, an insura~ce po~1cy
financing note may be imposs1bl_e
to cancel. Life insurance is
customarily sold for a year at a
time. When a student is pers~aded
to buy a policy and sign _a
financing agreement, he is
committing himself to buy a full
year's protection.
. .
None of the policies or
promisory notes examined. _by
Consumers Union had a pr~v1s1on
for refund of premiums dunng the
first year. And, says CU, the
policies examined tended to be
relatively expensive cash v~lue
policies with lots of extra-pnced
features.
.
Companies doing a big busmess
in college policies often set up
special agents in college towns.
They like to recruit as salesmen
popular campus figures such as
fraternity leaders, recently
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graduated star athletes, former
coaches and even faculty members
and administrators.
One professor ~t ~ichigan
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Sound And Fury

dock workers in their fight for a
better living against the Pacific
Maritime Association, and Nixon.
"T,;,,la co,mot be force,l but must be aUowecl to pleaa Ior itsefl,..
They have tried to convince us all
ttiat a Congressional attack on the
Jim,
College Center Board would strikers would be in the "national
welcome the opportunity to interest." (west coast workers are
present Frank Zappa as a speaker picketing A.B.C. offices as a result
featured by the Human Relations of this attack.)
Committee but unfortunately we
We feel, therefore, that Beutel
have already signed contracts with should not be granted the right to
perspective speakers. So we again come here and spread his
must tum to you for aid in this pro-imperialist, anti-people lies. It
is not a matter of discussion
predicament.
Personally, I feel that we've within the realm of "academic
had speakers in the past like Max freedom" (if anyone holds the
Lerner, William Buckley Etc., who illusion that such freedom exists
By GENE FIXLER
have appealed to just' specific here). The people hurt most by
Since January 31st the Student requested of the students using Sloan factions on campus (I.E. the these distortions and lies are not
pseudo-intellectuals) - all we here at N.S.C. to calmly discUSS it.
Activities Office has been attempting to Lounge:
The people hurt most by· Beutel
is equal time.
increase the maintenance of the Sloan
I. utilization of the receptacles placed want
So, Give us FRANK!
are being killed, and are fighting
Lounge area. This room has become an throughout the room for all cups, paper
· Burt Martone back in the streets and the
extension of the Snack Bar, and this plates, half eaten sandwiches, etc.
countryside of Southeast Asia, in
· the deserts of the Middle East, in
particular need of the students who frequent
2. clearing out of the room during the
the factories of the world, and in
the lounge has been recognized. Thus, the twice daily scheduled hours of clean up by
It recently has been announced the ghettos of Ireland and
bringing of food into the lounge and coffee , the maintenance crew.
that Bill Beutel (of A.B.C. News) America.
etc. , has become a rather common habit in
The schedule of clean up assignments is
N.S.C. S.D.S.
give the "Wilkin's" series
the room.
at 10:40 A.M . and 3:00 P.M. daily five days will
lecture on March 8th. We protest
The major impact of this increased per week. The entire procedure takes merely the choice of Beutel on the basis
snacking has been an increased mounting of 20 minutes and then the room is restored of bis statement on television
about the murder of thirteen Dear Independent;
paper waste. At times the room resembles and made available for the students who use demonstrators in N. Ireland by
I'm writing because I have
anything but a lounge but approximates in it. The hours of clean up will be posted for the troops of .British Imperialism. nothing to write. Everyone else
appearance the "morning after the big those students who do not chance upon this Beutel rationalized this butchery has written about the "parking
bash". Plastic receptacles have been placed editorial. We will no longer ask you to leave by saying that Britain is only lots", the tuition, the apathy, the
doing what it has to do to keep school spirit, elections, the
in the lounge but have also been essentially the room but hope you will do it as soon as order in N. Ireland. Beyond this Freaks, the Greeks, the Frumps,
ignored by its inhabitants.
you see the maintenance crew enter the Beutel claimed that Britain is not Al Malawka, Ed Naha, Nathan
Two areas of cooperation will be room at the scheduled clean up times.
an oppressor. In this way he Weiss, s.D.S., Young Republicans,
distorts and covers up the real Debbie Kaianta, and the Marines.
reason for the revolt in N. Ireland
Since my freshman year, when
font\ '1s thetsame time the recent l__was gi:acefully instructed on how
no unusual tbat Beutel
com,mencement speaker, becau~
-.
.-,. ~.......,.
shoul~ lie about the exploitation lndepende~t.'
, - c:J} f,.. ,.,
don t feel that graduation . th
compared at time to Vare
• -• --•
ploe• for hi, ,tyl, of oO::o • Stra,insky ond ho, won•
Chainnon and Vi~-Chai,;;-~n --.;, of Irish working people (as just
. Nothing has really happened
C?~me~cement is full enough
honor on the Downbeat Jazz poll gol.l ege Center Board; the one . example) by British policy w1.t~ the apathy, the parking lots
trma without being turned into a fo~ the last three years. He has
hamnan and Co-Chairman of ~ interests. News commentators tmtlon , and school spirit. Th;
nd
co.mpiete farce. . . . In my written for many publications
SCATE; the president of Sigma hke
Beutel consistently lie about Freaks. are still Freaks and Greeks
opm1on, Frank Zappa is an idiot most notably LIFE ROCK
d Be~ Tau ; the Chairman of WNSC ~vents which challenge the are still greeks. Has anythin
bhut I may be . wrong." And with R~LLING STONE, .:Vith in de~~h
~ad10; the president of Collegians interests of the rich few who happened with Debbie Kalant:
at, dear kiddies senior J·
articles on his talents appeari .
or BLACK ACTION· the benefit from such oppression and and the Marines?
Mason.
t
of th, C~mmen.,.,m:::: LIFE, TIME, NEWSWEEK,"~: preOd'.nt of th, Stud,nt History who at the same time owd the
N a t h a n , . S . D . S . ' th e
Committee dismissed an .d
ROLLING STONE. Quite a few Comm1t~ee, the NSA Coordinator; broadcasting companies. Anyone Republicans, and the frumps have
mhodeled into petition form s~~= accomplishments for an idiot eh the ~airman of the College Code who has .been involved in a done something. They say they've
ree months ago.
Mr. Mason?
,
R1~hts and Responsibilities
demonstration against the war done Something. At least Al
t For any of you out there who
Now here's the funny part
S o~m. , and the president of the knows about how th
Malawka. tells me they've done
may be confused as to the goings THE EXTREMEL y HILARIOUS
oc1al Welfare Club.
"newsmen " distort the truth
ese so. me th mg. At least that's the
on, last fall a group of students P~RT .. The petition was signed
Isn't is time that some of
A~yone who has been involved hidden secret message I got from
got tog,ther to approach s,n·
:;' d,1.,,red to Mr. MeG,rry l,st STUDENT REPRESENTATI._!'~ with a ghetto rebellion, or a strike my Al Malawka decoder ring and
h~. been. a victim of their often the last three " My Articles"
Class J:esident Al McGarry·
ovember. It is no.w February and
S T A R T E D
p AR I
"leetrng • eommencem,nt iu"' what? Nothing has ATTENTION TO THE IDEAto~ ;:c10us hes. Recently for example (Anyone can get an Al Malawk~
speaker for 1972 In th
appened. Nary an inquiry was THE STUDENTS THE y
utel's Eye Witness News team secret decoder ring by sending in
~ewark ~tate College has st:/t~t, ~ade by anyone. As a matter of
R E p R E S E N T ? All the has busied themselves
·th five dollars to Al.)
!ts gunsm prov~ding listless and ail
~t, Mr. Mason (as of Feb. 14)
condescending remarks("
b . vehement attacks on West c::.St
Ed is in two of my classes. So 1
(Continu ed o n Page IO)
,n
oil temfyingly mundan, sa,d . h, n,m mn SAW th, I may h• wrong.") in th~ :.;orf~
commencements (but ones that petlt10n. Is it our imagination or is
cannot erase the fact that
t
mom and dod would lik•
::;m•~n: on the pedestal catering f'es,nt, th, Senior Clas, apP,;,
::;; SAFE at), ond 197i,. ii•;:~ ,tud:~: ;'N not ,ooeed by th, ;h b• totally without 1,ad,rship.
e , was ~1me for a change.
h
s. o one seems to know
e people voted in by th
paper, unless directly nof~~lons of the editors. Nor is anyth~ewspaper do not
as such, to be taken as officl a I policy
ng printed
in this
or opinion
of
.Knowing the way t h e w
folkast? happened. What about it, stu~ents . have apparently tradede the college.
strict way , politics
•
very
their dut ies an d responsibilities to
are ' run (and
it
T·
. .
Editor-in-Chlef· Ed
d
:;an be termed nothing ,1., hut)
~• pet,t,on, reprint,d in l,st . th, cl"' of 72 for th, sar.t f Managing Editor: Joan Minneci
. war. Naha
/ " on campus, a petition was w"kk' INDEPENDENT w,s not a th, almighty cliqu, Our qu,it· o News Editors ..............
. Busmess Manager: Rich Hempel
rfawNnSCup by some thirty students pran ofr the work of a certain is: WHY ARE THE VOICES ~; Assistant News Editor ::::::: ............................Carol Doyle, Betty Wetzler
and
group o students. It was, rather
T ~ E
S T U D E
Feature Editor
.......................... ....... ............Dianne Arminio
McG
,
presented to Mr. an expression of an idea s1·gned by' OVERLOOKED?.
N T S Assistant Feat~;~idtt;;~· ..... ............................... ............... Sue St. Pierre
O
We would like to hear from Copy Editors
. ~ · The
............................... Jan Dalziel, Patti Ann Le
petitioners
was todesire
inquireof a the
t
a heaIthy cross section of people you Messers. McGarry and M
I
.
ason.
........ ........................................... Lois Mattson, Mike Whlt:
the availability of one Mr Fr s .o rep~esenting practically eve
n our opinion the way
~;p2pa to speak at comnie~ce:i:~: f~ctlon on campus. Among
Lynn Schroeder
~ommencement is being handled Sports Editor
. Frank Zappa is an s1gnees were the editors of THE
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Advertising
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Vote! For Action
Not Words

NSC: A Plea For Participation

By Stan GoJdstein
On February 10, CCB "college community" of NSC, was society cannot function without
presented a show featuring an evident. Not only is participation
improvisational
comedy act bad at shows, lectures, and some the participation of its' people.
The Republican National
This being the case, NSC is
he
is
saying.
He
enumerated
some
Committee is beginning a
known as the "Proposition". concerts, (is 50c asking too much doomed. If it were not for the
nationwide effort to win youthful of the President's actions. Nixon's "Proposition" is the best show for a group like the Hello People), dedicated few who actually do
voters. J. Brian Smith, a 22 year administration for example, has that CCB has presented this year, but also in many of the clubs and
something for the school, it would
old graduate of Loyale University, placed more law suits than any and the act was indeed worthy of organizations opened to you. All have disappeared long ago. It
other
administration
on
businesses
of
these
activities
are
there
for
the overwhelming applause of the
is the chief writer for Domestic
disgusts me to think that I have to
Affairs of the committee. During due to environmental polluting sixty people who showed up to you, yet it seems nobody really
share
the title of being a Newark
conditions.
He
has
also
reduced
cares
about
them.
I'm
sure
if
see
them.
The
show
was
free,
and
an interview by the
State Student with those of you
INDEPENDENT, Smith spoke on the men in Viet Nam from ½ still only a small amount of nothing were offered to you, your
"President Nixon and Youth." He million down to where it stands students took advantage of the voices would scream from the who never get up off your
posterior ends to do anything
pointed out that Nixon has now. The purpose of Nixon's visit presentation. In these hard "depths of hell" about it. So, tell except
to go to class.
to Red China is to try and replace economical -times, it would seem me then, what are you paying a
reacted on many of the things
the
conflict
with
talk
instead
of
I
am
making an attempt to
$35'
activities
fee
for?
All
you
are
to me that people would take
that young people believe in.
fighting.
Nixon
feels
that
the
somehow
show all you "brothers
doing
is
throwing
your
money
advantage
of
anything
that
was
Presi<fent Nixon has had a
younger White House staff than number one national priority free, but no, not the proud away! Maybe all of you are very and sisters" that if we don't do
things together as you are
any other previous administration. should be placed on ~uman needs. students of NSC. But, it was not rich, and tbirty-five dollars isn't
preaching, then you might as well
much
to
you,
but
I
doubt
that
is
The
Nixon
Administration,
Mr.
really
surprising
to
see
only
sixty
50 % of his Republican
Smith summed up, has had people at the show.
the case. Could it be possible that . dig a six foot hole, climb into a
Headquarters consists of members
undeniable progress. . It just
As usual, the lack of all of you are too loaded down comfortable box, and bury
who are 25 years of age or
with assignments to take an active yourselves in the ground, because
doesn't talk but acts and gives
younger, related Mr. Smith.
youth a piece of the action. Any participation on the part of roll in your school? I doubt that, you are no use alive!
Smith urged that anyone who question concerning the Nixon students that make up the too. Please, somebody tell me!
If you are interested
It is a sociological fact that a
votes, no matter who they are Administration can be sent to the
<''
voting for, should vote for facts following address: '
in voicing your opinion on
Republican National Committee
concerning the person's past
310 First Street
ACTIONS and just not on what
N.S.C. Community
S.E., Washington D.C.
(by) Fr. Philip
past movies and tries to show how
Programs, if you have any
NEWSWEEK for Feb. 14
carried an article called 'The New they reflected the needs and
feelings of their audiences. The
complaints ideas, if you
Violence'. Despite inaccurate
news reports, it appears from a question is, do they do more than
this? Is it also true that movies
like anything, Please come
recent study that there is a real
help to shape an attitude, a
connection between violence on viewpoint at the same time? In
By Don Maxton
to the Alumni Lounge
TV and aggressive behavior, at
An emphasis on violence is least in children. More to the the case of violence I wonder
A new film version of
"Macbeth" : by William greatly present in many films point is the question of violence whether a person who sees enough
February 29th from 8 :30
Shalcespeare Is now being, shown being produced today. There is a in the movies and its effects on us of it doesn't get used to it, then
at the Playboy Club Theatre in great amount of violence and as adults. In an interview, insensitive to it, finally looking
- 4 :00. A ny comments,
New York: City. It is directed by bloodshed in this film also, but at Malcolm McDowell of 'A forward to it. I wonder whether a
Roman Polanski of "Rosemary's no time is it out of place. The Clockwork Orange' said: "Movies person can really see enough of it
good or bad, will be
Baby" and "Knife in the Water" play of "Macbeth" is filled with don't alter the world, they pose and yet remain unaffected in
fame. The executive producer of it. Roman Polanski has chosen questions and warnings." Some some way?
appreciated.
Censorship is an utterly unreal
r-~ ::tttt· £UWLH!&'i.Jl•1,a,. Paf,
I • "~ tomake the violent events in the
EARN $1 0 00 in commissions by
by the way, a most attractive
griphic horror of ~t?ile ~t'li~ldRf11LV11,tru\t 'iH"... ...i~ W3V to SIDnrn..a"'h f-ho. ..,..._1-1.....
-=i~~8ffJ~Uons to T.I .. ""
(Continued on Paj!c I 0)
Sunday's TIMES goes back over
cinema .
(Continued on Page IO)
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February 26~h Co~ference
Sess i ons begin 10 .00 a. m.

NEW 'tORK : ~~~;~~;:~: : .:CHOOL
N~TIONAL SIUDEf\l
A~MR ONFERENCE

;juii~H
MOBIUZMION

GMMll IEE

Bring ALL US. Forces Home NOW!

Nixon has one big problem, us. Every time he
starts up a campaign of lies, we teH the truth. Every
time he escalates the war, we answer, 'OUT NO~I'
In 1972 the po~r of the student movement will
be more crucial than ever before. In order to plan
our most effective strategy• we need to meet together
to compare our experiences and decide on.a course of
action. The Student Mobilization Comm1t~ee, along
with many other organizations, is sponsoring_a Nat ional Student Antiwar Conference to be held in New
York February 25-27. The conference is open to all
youn~ people who want to end the war. Every per-

.r.:~.;.;.

son ;;.s. ;i. ;
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I will attend the National St.-,t An!""'"" .
Conf•ence. Enclosed is $3. advanced ....-,.t,on.
SMC and the
Os.net me more infonn■tion on th•
Conference.
membenhip fN)
01-nttojointh•SMC~
·
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·
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Notes Of A
BY MARTHA SHELLY
Lesbianism is one road to
freedom
freedom from
oppression by men.
To see lesbianism in this
context - as a mode of living
neither better nor worse than
others, as one which offers its
own opportunities - one must ·
abandon the notion that deviance '
from the norm arises from
personal illnesses.
It is generally accepted that
America is a "sick society." There
is an inevitable corollary to this
stateme nt, which has not been
generally accepted: that people
within our society are all crippled
by virtue of being forced to
conform to certain norms. (Those
who conform most easily can be
seen as either the most healthy,
because adaptable, or most sick,
because least spirited.) Black
people are struggling to free
themselves, not only from white
oppression, but from the roles of
self-contempt that they have been
forced to play. Women are
struggling to liberate their minds
from sic)s sexual roles. It is clear
that the suffering, supposedly in
self-abasing black is not someone
with a personal neurosis, but
society's victim; and someone
who has been forced to learn
certain techniques for survival.
Few people understand that the
same is true of the self-abnegating
passive housewife. Fewer still
understand this truth about the
homosexual.

These techniques of survival
help us meet certain needs, at the
price of others.
For women, as for other
groups, there are several American
norms. All of them have their
rewards, and their penalties. The
nice girl next door, virginal until
her marriage - the Miss America
type
is rewarded with
community respect and
respectability. She loses her
individuality and her freedom, to
become a toothpaste smile and a
chastity belt. The career woman
gains independence and a large
margin of freedom - if she is
willing to work twice as hard as a
man for Jess pay, and if she can
cope with emotional strains

Radical Lesbian

similar to those that beset the women avoided her. Others told
black intellectual surrounded by her to keep her mouth shut, for
white colleagues. The starlet, call fear that she would endanger the
girl, or bunny, whose source of cause. They felt that men could
income is directly related to her be persuaded to accept some
image as a sex object, gains some measure of equality for women financial independence and as Jong as these women would
freedom from housework. She parade their devotion to
doesn't have to work as hard as heterosexuality and motherhood.
A woman who is totally
the career woman, but she pays
through psychological degradation independent of men - who obtain
as a sex object, and through the love, sex, and self-esteem from
insecurity of knowing that her other women - is a terrible threat
career, based on youthful good to male supremacy. She doesn't
looks, is short-lived.
need them, and therefore they
The Lesbian, through her have less power over her.
ability to obtain love and sexual
I have met many, many
satisfaction from other women, is feminists who were not Lesbians
freed of dependence on men for - but I have never met a Lesbian
love, sex and money. She does not who was not a feminist.
have to do menial chores for them "Straight" women by the millions
(at least at home), nor cater to have been sold the belief that they
their egos, nor submit to hasty must subordinate themselves to
and inept sexual encounters. She men, accept Jess pay for equal
is freed from fear of unwanted work, and do all the shitwork
pregnancy and the pains of around the house. I have met
childbirth, and from the drudgery straight women who would die to
of child raising.
preserve their chains. I have never
On the other hand, she pays met a Lesbian who believed that
three penalties. The rewards of she was innately less rational or
child raising are denied her. This is capable than a man; who
a great loss for some women, but swallowed one word of the
not for others. Few women "woman's role" horseshit.
Lesbians, becuase they are not
abandon their children, as
compared with the multitudes of afraid of being abandoned by
men who abandon both wives and men, are less reluctant to express
children. Few men take much hostility toward the male class interest in the process of child the oppressors of women.
raising. One suspects that it might Hostility toward your oppressor is
not be much fun for the average healthy, but the guardians of
person, and so the men leave it to modern morality, the
psychiatrists, have interpreted this
the women.
The Lesbian still must compete hostility as an illness, and they say
with men in the job market, this illness causes and is
facing the same job and salary Lesbianism.
If hostility to men causes
discrimination as her straight
Lesbianism, then it seems to me
sister.
that in a male-dominated society,
Finally, she faces the most Lesbianism is a sign of mental
severe contempt and ridicule that
health.
society can heap on a woman.
The psychiatrists have also
When members of the Women's
Liberation Movement picketed forgotten that Lesbianism involves
the 1968 Miss America pageant, love between women. Isn't love
the most terrible epithet heaped between equals healthier than
on our straight sisters was sucking up to an oppressor? And
"Lesbian." The sisters faced when they claim we aren't capable
hostile audiences who called them of loving men, even if we want to
"commies," and "tramps," but - I would ask a straight man, in
some of them broke into tears turn: are you capable of loving
when they were called Lesbians. another man so deeply that you
When a woman showed up at a aren't afraid to put your body in
feminist meeting and announced his hands? Are you really capable
that she was a Lesbian, many of loving women, or is your

On The Pegs
by Mark Hurwitz
It's a new year and Spring is
almost upon us. What happens as
Spring approaches?" Does a young
man's "fancy" turn to thoughts of
women? Yes . . . but also
motorcycles. As it turns warmer
and the day lengthens that old
itch comes back. You start going
out to the garage to check out
what you stored away last fall ;
glancing a little longer as one of
those brave souls, who ride in the
late cold of winter , drives past;
start hanging around more at Jjle
bike shops and with old biking ·
buddies; start planning those runs
and weekends.
In the Feb. 13th, 1972 issue of
The Sunday New York Times
Magazine, I read an excellent
article1on snowmobiling. The only
thing was that when I finished I
realized that you could go back
·and almost word for word
transpose snowmobile for
motorcycle and it, would fit .
Let's see what's new for '7 2 in
the Suzuki lineup. The changes in
the roadbike department are the
new 3 cylinger line-up: GT-380J

Sebring , GT-750J Le Mans,
GT-550J Indy . This is to compete
with the established Kawasaki line
of 3 cylinder multies: 350cc,
500cc, and the new 7 50cc.
The GT-7 50J LeMans is a
750cc water-cooled 2 stroke,
67hp/6500 rpm, 115-120 mph, 4
pipes, 3 carbs, 5 speed_s, CCI
automatic lube , electric starter, 5
way adjustable shocks. Both Cycle
and Cycle Guide magazines have
tested the bike (Feb ., '7 2) and
found it an excellent to uring bike
w ith no problems with the
watercooling, only a few minor
fawls. (¼ mile= 12.6 sec.)
The GT-550J Indy is a 550 cc
air-cooled 2 stroke , 50 hp/6500
rpm, 110-115 mph, 4 pipes, 3
carbs, 5 speeds, CCI auto . lube ,
electric start., 5 way adjust. rear
shocks,(¼ mile= not known).
The GT-380J Sebring is also an
aircooled 2 stroke, 380 cc, 38
hp/7500 rpm, 105-110 mph, 4
pipes, 3 carbs, 6 spee~s, CCI auto.
lube, 5 way adjust. rear shocks, ¼
mile = 14.9 sec. It was tested in
the March, '7 2 edition of which

rated it as a good bike with a few -·
fawls (POE $925 ).
These 3 cylinder road bikes are
an addition to the traditional
twins : T-500J Titan, T-350J
Rebel, T-250J Hustler.
The Titan is a 500 cc 2 stroke,
105-110 mph ,¼ mile = 13.6 sec.,
47 hp/7000 rpm_, 5 speeds, double
leading shoe front brakes, CCI
auto . lube. The Rebel is a 350cc 2
stroke , 100-105 mph , ¼ mile @
14.2 sec., 36 hp/7000 rpm, 6
speeds, double leading shoe front
brakes, CCI auto . lube. The
Hustler is a 250cc 2 stroke, ¼ mile
15 sec., 95 -100 mph , 33
hp /8000 rpm , 6 speeds, double
leading shoe front brakes , CCI
auto . lube.
Besides that Suzuk i has come
out with a 250 cc edition of their
successful 400 cc motocross bike.
They also have a complete line of
off -the-road and combination
off-and-on - the -road bikes
including their RV-90J Rover all
terrain vechile (it looks like a·
gigantic mini-bike with a 90cc
(Continued on Page 10)

sexuality just another expression
of your hostility? Is it an act of
love or an act of conquest?

Straight women fear Lesbians
because of the Lesbian inside
them, because we represent an
alternative. They fear us for the
I do not mean to condemn all same reason that uptight
males. I have found some middle-class people fear hip
beautiful, loving men among the people. They are angry at us
the revolutionaries, among the because we have a way out that
hippies, and the male they are afraid to take.
homosexuals. But the average
And what happens to the
man, including the average
Lesbian under all this pressure?
student male radical , wants a
Many of my sisters, confused by
passive sex-object "cum" ·
the barrage of anti-gay
domestic "cum" baby nurse to
propaganda, have spent years
clean up after him while he does begging to be allowed to live.
all the fun things and bosses her They have come begging because
around - while he plays either
they believed they were psychic
bigshot executive or Che Guevarra
cripples, and that other people
- and he is my oppressor and my
were healthy and had the moral
enemy. ·
right to judge them. Many have
Society has taught most lived in silence, burying
Lesbians to believe they are sick, themselves in their careers, like
and has taught moS t straight namechanging Jews or blacks who
women to despise and fear the passed for white. Many have
Lesbian as a perverted, diseased retreated into an apolitical
creature. It has fostered the myth domesticity, concerning
that Lesbians are ugly a nd turn to themselves only with the attempt
each otehr because they can't get to destroy love and replace it with
that prize, that prince, a male! In consumer goods, and which
this age of th e new "sexual attempts to completely destroy
revolution," another myth has any form of Jove outside the
been fostered: the beautiful monogamous marriage.
Lesbians who play games wi th
Because "Lesbian" has become
each other on the screen for the
titillation of heterosexual males. :~!dat~ii~g~i~~=~l;~~a:ibl~~
They are not seen as serious our jobs; we have fewer civil rights
people in love, but as performers than any other minority group.
in the "let's try a new perversion" Becuase we have few family ties
game.
and no children, for the most
Freud founded th e my th of part, we have been active in many
penis envy, and men have asked causes, but always in secret,
me, "But what can two women do because our name contaminates
together?" As though a penis were any cause that we work for.
the sine qua non of sexual
pleasure! Man, we can do without
To the radical Lesbian, I say
it, and keep it going longer, too! that we can no longer afford to
Women are afraid to be fight for everyone else's ca~
withou• •
___ ._ - - ~ - -............~1-':'f-:ty:--;-l.....';:
b~'.':""" t Or
because other men will assault I e-s e
om ou
a s,c
them on the streets. And this is no society; so is everyone else's. The
revolution must be fought for us,
accident, no aberration performed
too, not only for blacks, Indians,
by a few lunatics. Assaults on welfare mothers, grape pickers,
women are no more an accident
than are lynchings of blacks in SDS people, Puerto Ricans, or
mine workers. We must have a
Ml·ss1·ss1·pp1·. Men have oppressed revolution for human rights. J.f we
us, and like most oppressors, they
hate the oppressed and fear their are in a bag, it's as good as anyone
wrath. Watch a white man walking else's bag.
in Harlem and you will see what I
Maybe after the revolution,
mean. Look at the face of a man people will be able to love each
who has accidentally wandered other regardless of skin color,
into a Lesbian bar.
ethnic origin, or type of genitals.
Men fear Lesbians because they But if that's going to happen, it
are Jess dependent, and because will happen only because we make
their hostility is less controlled.
it happen - starting right now.
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representative or member of a
by Mal Martin
week on specific group. The reason is as I
see it, quite simply to understand.
A few wo,ds dedicated to the Brothera and Sistera who h"' given
the possibility of having F,ank It is my belief that any
theidiv"' in thesm>ggle fodibe,ation .
Zappa as a commencement membership in any sort of group
I saw the blue-suited, gun-toting, club-carrying, blue eyed devil
speaker did not interest you in the brings with itself the inherent
approaching the lean dark figure of my Brother.
.
.
slightest, chances are that my possibility of the alienation of
J hea<d the fatal shots and ;creamed as the we,ght of h" fallen
a,ticle of this week will have the ANY group to which the first is
body lay upon me spewing forth his pure Black soul. No human ea,
same affect on you. Yep, you opposed. Also, once the group in
heanl my ,c,eams, I am a subway ,amp.
guessed it! This is going to be the question is· found out to be a
I saw the bi<th and death of my bmthe<.
by Rip
a,ticle in which I bare my soul, non-true voice of the peer-group,
I carried the ver.;es of his poems to men unfree, like he was
There was an act,es,; who went and all ,o.-ts of othe< pa.-ts of my as was Al McGaffY, of us, then the
unfree.
to a psychiat,ist and told him she anatomy' in the attempt to cajole
element of trickery and political
th
I hea,d sobbing voices, but neve< hea<d I those golden t,umpets had this ,ecurring
dream
at
she
and
othe.wise
acousc
you
to
th
non-truths are made known.
nd
a,me, ancient cannon nonifle.
gave • pa,tyth a asked all ese finally ,ally behind some cause.
Thereby, alienation and
nd
No voices ,hook the ,aftera, in p,aise
of
his
n,me,
people
•
•n
had
to
inhoduce
Quite
obviouay,
this
main
membership in a spokesmanship
· d
them to each other. The first one
I will sing his p,aise, lam t e w,n .
thn>st is going to be ,imed at the group of any sort or persuasion
th
Neve, again will friendly •Y"'
h ca=s hiseY"',
who
Eban came
and tothe e pa,ty
next was
was Abba
Ava g,oup of individuals who brings about the one and result,
noc love sweet lips kiss him.
. l
Gardner. She had to introduce collectively call themselves the lying. There has been some sort of
No hand g,ip his in a display o mascul me ove.
Senioc Class. Howeve<, the communications breakdown
theme
f my love.
!the gcave, have claimed him"'
ovec-riding effect of my opinion between Big Al and Jim Mason.
d
Neve< again will I see that stately Ethiopian King, .
Abba, I' like you to meet A,a could well be applied to the othec (Oh Boy! Politics, just like the big
a,ticutate ,nd wise,"' the nightis wise, Hiseyes the 1ewels,
Ga,dnec.
segment, of the college boys!)
"Drop out of school before
His laugh the gucgling Nile in Spring,
A,a, Abba. Abba, A,a.
community who have been eithec
m,
body, whose soul W"' as beautiful as the vecse he w,ote.
The next · guest to arrive was igno,ed oc brushed "'ide by theic your mind rots from exposure to
Peace Bcothec,
· Oota Hog gen. She had to class ",ep,esentatives". The main our mediocre educational system.
I am , man; you, friend
intcoduce he<c Oota, Abba, Abba hurt of alienation is the .main Forget about the Senior Prom and
p,ace
Bcothe<
ro,
thOse
who
have
taken
you,
breath
feac
the
Oota.
Ava,then
Oota, Otto
Oota, Ava.
foe a common
to be go to the library and educate
night.
And
Pcemingec ,eason
made between
we, thebond
cast "'ide.
yourself if you've got any guts."
The de,ils feel the cold coppec jacketed metal of death,
arrived. Otto, Abba, Abba, Otto.
Some ccitics may ask of
They know who mans the coof tops, the altyways, the ,t,eet Otto, A,a. Ava, Otto. Otto, Oota. themselves just why I pecson,lly,
ROCKET SHIP
cornecs.
Oota, Otto.
if I did indeed wish to see ch,nge

N a me

BAND
Rest quietly, bmthec youc coveced, you, coveced. UmoJo
. Makono Oona,
Th enAba.
cameAba,Oona
O'Neill.
sort occuc,asdid anotpossible
join in
Oona.
Ava, of
theanycampaign
Oona. Oona, Ava. Oona, Otto,
Otto, Oona. Oona, Oota. Oota,
Oona.
Then Oola Jacobsen arrived
with Ida Lupina and Ina Claire.
Abba, Oola. Oola, Aba. Aba,
Oola. Oola, Ava, Oona, Otto and
Ona, Oota. Ida, Otto. Ida, Abba.
Abba, Ida. Ida, Oota. Oota, Ida.
2 SYLVAN ST. RUTHERFORD, N.J.
REAL LOVE AND CONCERN FOR GOD AND MAN, JOIN
Ina, Ida (Oh, you came together).
US IN OUR STRUGGLE AGAINST HUNGER, DISEASE,
Ina, Abba. Abba, Ina. Ina, Ava.
POVERTY AND IGNORANCE, AS WE SEEK TO BRING
Ava, Ina. Ina, Oona. Oona, Ina.
Research and Reference Material for projects,
THE JUSTICE, FREEDOM AND PEACE OF CHRIST TO
Then Ya Ya Khan (the president
ALL MEN. THIS IS THE TASK OF THE DIVINE WORD
reports, papers, thesis. Ask also for other writing
MISSIONARY PRIEST AND BROTHER. TO KNOW MORE
of Pakistan) arrived . And Za Za
Gabor . Abba, Ya Ya. Ya Ya ,
ABOUT US, WRITE:
services.
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD
Abba. Ya Ya, Za Za. Za Za, Ya
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. 3 7D
For Info. call: 933-6117
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045
Ya. Ya Ya, Oola. Oola, Ya Ya.
Include your age, education, interests, address, etc.
And then you came doctor and
your name was Wolfgang
Schultzenberger.
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11t,.,
by BOB TRAVAGLIONE

Sleeping is a really good thing.
It is a simple process and usually
doesn't take much thought. When
you are involved in self-propelled
movement this simple life process
becomes a science. First, when
you sleep you must be warm. If
you are cold then you will shiver,
waking yourself up. The best way
to accomplish this is in enclosed
container that can keep out the
draft . The article named
SLEEPING BAG fits this
requirement. The material that
the sleeping bag is made of, also is
a key factor in accomplishing
WARMTH. The inside and outside
coverings must be breathable in
substance, so your body moisture
can pass out of the bag,
eliminating cold, sweaty, Wetness.
The filling or fiber of the bag
must be a good insulator. In
self-propelled movement you have
to carry your bedroll so weight is
a factor in deciding on the filler.
The most economical fiber is a
Polyester. It is the heaviest

because you ,need a lot of it to get
suitable warmth. The best type of
Polyester would be a name brand
(such as Dacron 88), a cheap fill
will loose it's warmth by matting
up or rolling into balls. Another
disadvantage of Polyester is it's
great bulk. Next step up as an
insulator would be Foam. Foam
doesn't mat up and is still warm
even if it is wet. The main
disadvantage of Foam is that it is
the most bulky. If you decide on
a Foam sleeping bag make sure
that is the fire retardant type, for
some types are excessively
flammable. Make sure that the
Foam is breathable. The warmest
and most suitable fiber for a
back-pack sleeping bag is Down.
Down is a natural fill, it is light
weight and can be compressed to
1/500 of its expanded size. The
scale to judge a ,town bag by, is its
Loft. Loft is expanded D9wn, all
fluffed up and trapping millions
of pockets of air between the
feathers. The Down itself does not
make the insulation good, but

-----r----- c,01.,1>

sPors

11-r 5TICN£5

rather the air it has trapped does ·
the trick. A good Down bag will
have baffling, to hold the down in
place and to keep it and its dead ._.,""UiiU+air spaces distributed evenly_. But
beware, The outer and inner
coverings of the bag that encase :
the Down should Not be sewed---~
together as baffling, because along ·
by Tom Maluszczak
the stiching there will be cold
THE TURBINE: PART I
spots.
Around 7 years ago a skinny
Try all sleeping bags before little 13 year old with washed out
buying one for size and comfort. dungarees and run ·down sneakers
Make sure the bag has a tube of was standing in a line arched
filler running the full length of the around a fishbowl trying
zipper.
desperately to make some sense
Nylon zippers are the best, out of the madness and seemingly
they don't freeze up.
endless throngs of people that
Nylon inner and outer came to grope at a low , gun-metal
coverings, provide a mildew silver, $50,000 machine with only
resistant, light package.
one discernable clue to its
functi<in: tires. From that day on
my obsession with cars grew
within me like a cancer, infecting
every limb, every cell, every tissue
»01 ,m1u
- a man read off a nonsensical
Sl>ITA81-( F ~
number, a brief scuffle and a guy
f>(IC,t·Pllr. Nt.
turned
to me and said "Wanna
Btc,wsf 1
come kid? We need three . ... " I
Fi1.L1Nt ,~
was strapped in the right back
S/ltc111, •
111/fJ
bucket seat, finished in glove
(5tCAIISt"
f'IIE
leather while glistening rays of
'3,,s• 811
golden sunlight reflected off the
multitudinous gauges and meters
on the dash, dazzling me senseless.
A faint hum , the seat lifting under
, f4 () () 1).5 er! 1"Hrsr IJll&,.S me , conforming to my
snf ,,,
E.t' Df'~Frs #ND praying-mantis figure ; a familiar
s-roP r,,,. 0VJ~ '-::'r 0 ;-,, 'JI'" tea-pot whistli~g sound and the
MO
.
s£1"\I, cJl'fH1 speedometer chmbed up to an
effortless 50mph - six foot walls
loomed above outside the vessel,
about three short inches from the
,body panels and gaining speed _by,
the second. He was an exceptional
driver . The guys up front
exchanged technical information,
- most of which I couldn't
-r-..-~~~oad.• hut._ I remember
expensive perfum;---gas~ii;;
alcohol , LPG, LNG, literally

MQrch

FOR

o,

7

anything combustible would
work.
'The car was, of course, none
other than the experimental
Chrysler turbine car, Chrysler
pavilion, 1965 New York World 's
Fair.
The world of automotive
design is an ever-changing one;
sometimes out of antiquation of
extant concepts but mostly in
response to external stimuli or
feedback ( whatever minute
portion might penetrate the
laberythine - laberythine; you
know, as in Labyrinth? corporate buffers of General
Motor's hierarchy) - also in the
form of political heat, as
personified by Ralph Nader, bless
his pointed little head. This
singular bureaucracy, complete
with its own power struggles,
coups (read WHEE[;S) -~-political
maneuvers ·, r eprisals and
counter-reprisals recognizes,
ofttimes as not, certain immuta)>le
demands made upon it - and the
cry for clean air is rattling the
very · foundations of your
neighborhood pontiac dealership, ,
causing the plaster to fall on those
responsible for a solution. When
dynamic motors are operating at
45% efficiency (the big bl9ck
Olds; Chevy, Chrysler and 'Ford
Motors) in l order ' to rrieet ·Eixtarl1
smog specs and sacrificing a car
buffs nirvana in the process, it's
time to put the reciprocating
P-iston motor on the retirement
;t'l

mt: n can...-power

(Continu ed on P~e 10)
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History Club

Begins

crew spent six weeks in Vietnam
with Lt. Joseph Anderson and his
men. They were able to capture
on film the actual events as they
unfolded before their eyes:
Anderson's men are filmed as they
ate, slept, fought, and died.
"The Anderson Platoon" gives
the individual a first-hand look at
the day to day occurrences in the
lives of fighting men. However, its
value goes beyond this elaborate
description of events. The fim
vividly demonstrated the ability
of men to shed their ,personal
differences and unite in securing
the common goal - survival. It is
the story of a single platoon of
fighting men and the warmth and
respect they have for each other
as human beings.
If you're concerned in learning
what the full horror and drama of
war . is all about, then join us,
Tuesday, inviewing "The
Anderson Platoon."

Campus
(Continued from Page 1)

$50.00: an addition to the
original $600.00 appropriated
11. Student Org. Project Mock National Democratic
Convention $2205.oo·:
4/10-4/12
12. Student Org. - $200:
travel; $500: office supplies
In last week's INDEPENDENT .
it was erroneously .printed that
the lawyer's fee for the legal
procedures in attempting to
eliminate the senior student
teaching fee would be
approximately $2,000.00. 'Ibis

"'SMti'nt Q~~ J'ISIJ,1
the
.
...u,1~•1.-1..

'(>'ftC8

• .. , .

Council
(Continued from Page 1)

Senior Gary DeCarolis explained
that the factors determining the
acquistion of the Scholarship is
first, academic proficency;
second, financial need; and third ,
participation in school activities.
He moved that the awarding be
based primarily on need. But
Council members argued that the
Scholarship is given by Student
Org. and should be based
primarily on participation in
campus activities. The motion to
increase the number of recipients
was passed with two stipulations:
the money is to be spent solely on
two semester's tuition and
students with state scholarships
are ineligible.

•

New!
Puts your lashes

(Continued from Page 1)

"this outreach program is
designed to establish direct liaison
with veterans in their
communities and to advise them
of their rights under the present
G.I. . Bill, through cooperative
arrangements with local agencies ·
such as the Urban League, Model
Cities, PROCEED, etc."

~ethickofthings
:~
'
~'?-".r ..
-. .·.••.

The Office of Veterans Affairs
will be open from 9:00 a.m. until
8:00 p.m. daily, .to help meet the

needs of both campus veterans
and veterans from surrounding
communities. Mr. Vincenti noted,
"this office becomes the first of
its kind in the area to offer
services to veterans during the
evening hours."

\

Guild

~

{Continued from Page 1)

faith in the Lord despite his tragic
losses.
"We are and that is all our
answer.
We are and what we are can
suffer.
But ... what suffers loves."
The cast includes Walter Corris
as J.B., Charles Cunliffe as Mr.
Zuss, Charles Bateman as Nickles,
Melinda Schodt as Sarah;
Geo-Anne Dillman as the Girl,
Gary Oboz as Eliphaz, Wm.
Melillo as Zophar, Benjamin
Marshall as Bildad, Polly
Rosenbloom as Rebecca, Mary
Monico as Mary, Juno Orefice as
David, Moira O'Brien as Mrs.
Botticelli, Carol Wander as Mrs.
Murphy, Ethel Maudlin as Miss
Mabel, Lin Weber as Mrs. Lesure,
Pamela Zarrow as Mrs. Adams,
Sue FT~ - .lolly Adams, Fields
Howard as the first reporter and
soldier, Michael Spevack as the
second reporter and soldier.
Tickets go on sale February 28
in the T.P.A. lobby box office.
Tickets cost two dollars for center
section and one dollar for the side
section.

Ham Radio Gear
1.Vibroplex "Lightning Bug"
Deluxe model: Jeweled bearing .
and chrome finish ,;_ Very
Good condition. $19.00
2. Tymeter - 24 hour digital
dock in excellent condition,
$9.00.
.
3. Low pass filter - Drake LP
1000-1000 watt model excallent condition, $9.00.
Call 754-o813 and ask for Bob

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

YOUR SEMESTER
AT SEA
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

Limited Time Only

Business Card Special. $8:00 per thousand. 7 lines Black Ink
Embossed.

The Protein Mascara

Builds body onto your lashes the way that / . /
hair. ._
·
..
Makes even skimpy lashes look thick. thicker. thickest! Un retouched microscopic photo proves
Great-Lash Protein Mascara greatly increases L,,
ft: Befo re G rea t Lash ,
R iAht: Afh•r Circ :.11 L;1s h .
the diameter of every lash. And the Great-Lash Photo 40 l im e, .1e1t1;1) ·s izc ,
method is so easy! Builder-Brush applicator delivers thicker coverage, more first-stroke color. No smearing, sticking, or lumping.
No waiting to dry. Just keep brushing on formula until lashes are
as thick as you like.
protein formulas build body onto your

Jl

Th e Ii nest i n eye

GARAGE at
EVERGREEN LODGE

so come to the Lodge
and see Garage
COME, we will!
Springfield, N.J.
Friday
February 25
Late till eight!

TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc.
Send $1.00 for your descriptive
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
• LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477.5493

History Club Meeting
Thursday
February 24, 1972
Willis Hall 402B
ALL WELCOME

Michael V. Hrifko
A subsidiary of All-Sports Gift & Trophy Corporation

1396 Stuyvesant Avenue Union, N- Jersey 07083
(201) 687-4694

SALE
1.98

Records:
Classical Rock -

Folk

Pop

Paperbacks:
Torchbooks
Universal
Colophor

ATTENTION

Call or Write

Graphics by

!

GREAT-lAsH

"We need a local salesman"

Academic Credit.
Financial aid available.

,

NOTE TO EVERYONE WHO CUT
IN FRONT OF ME IN THE
TICKET LINE ON MONDAY FOR
THE
CONCERT FEBRUARY
28th:
If any of you can't make it and
want to sell your tickets, please call
- 388-4093 and ask for Elaine.
Thanks.

DON'T FORGET EXTRA 5%
OFF EVERYTHING
BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
Mon-Thurs ................... 9 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
Friday ...................... 9 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
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Macbeth
Review

Sound and Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

know something's happening with
him . There is no point to this
letter except to say if only less
than half of what is complained
about is improved upon, then why
are shitheads like nie writing in
complaining about nothing. To
write in letters on napkins. (This
napkin is from · the Snack Bar,
therefore it is unsanitary .
Sincerely,
Ben Marshall

(Co ntinu ed from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 8)

these scenes. Polanski does not
put a sugar coating on anything in
his production. After all if a
person is murdered on the screen ,
why not produce it as it would
appear in real life? As we watch
the film, we must accept and
judge the people as real.
The screenplay of Polanski's
"Macbeth " is brilliant, the best I
have ever seen in any film
adaptation of Shakespeare. Of
course, the text of " Macbeth" is
eminently suitable for the film
medium. The play is quite short, To all concerned students,
We have been witness to an
for instance, as compared to
activism
of student Organization
"Hamlet" or "King Lear." The
plot and action of the play take which was only ruminated upon
place with breathtaking rapidity. before March 1971. Involvement
The dialogue moves swiftly and of students with community,
fluently. These qualities make faculty and administration has
"Macbeth" particularly· attractive produced an awareness of our
to the director of a film. While rights in regard to influencing
Polanski does take some liberties legislation on our own behalf.
with the play, such as depicting This is a giant step toward
the murder of Duncan and the community recognition and
slaying of Macbeth on the screen , public sensitivity to student
he can be forgiven for this. Both needs.
Newark State students have
scenes add greatly to the success
of the film. The scene preceeding significantly contributed to this
Duncan's murder is almost effort by participating actively in
unbearable in the tension it determining tuition, voter
creates. The murder itself is registration, campus code,
_h orrifying. Another effective curriculum and faculty alteration,
student teaching fee, book
scene was Macbeth 's banquet,
discounts and renovations.
with a particularly chilling ghost
This is but a beginning: a
of Banquo. A scene done
communicating and co-ordinating
supremely well was Macbeth's
student body can serve purely to
visit to the witches in order to benefit the student.
·
discover his future. Instead of
What of our environment
seeing only the three weird sisters,
a cup of the "brew ,, __ _,.,,..,..., nf.. decreasing in the form of trees to
d
, an important c I ifssrom-ifr ii't!ff? ~1™ ~
eparture from Shakespeare's Expansion is sorely needed but . .
tex t. Does Macbe th really "see" prop~rtion to present physic~~
the. prophecies that follow or i·s capacity . More land is required
he 1m agmmg
· ·
them because 'of his before _we ~an consider buildin
draught?: Th·is is
· a question that
on a university scale.
g
e~ch viewer must answer for
_
It
is
my
belief
that
as
an
aware
himself.
united organization, we students
. This movie is colorful and rich can have an impact on
m atmosphere. The acting while c u _r r e n t I Y d e t e r i o r a ti :ugr
competent, is not brilliant' It . environment.
th
b'
.
IS
e com mation of an excellent
feel like escaping NSC?
screenplay and beautiful filming S Do you
tay a nd help me revitalize the
that make this picture so fine. It is
colle_ge with your vote of
a pleasure to see a film that is
confidence. Vice-President of
worthy of Shakespeare's great
~~~den_t Organization is only a
play.
without your consideration.
Respectfully
Rich Hauser

it offers few barriers to the
student in a wheelchair. All the
buildings have ramps, each
building has an elevator to insure
access to all floors, and, of almost
equal importance, there are
alway s helpful and friendly
faculty , staff, and of course
students who are more than
willing to give assistance.
In light of these facts, it seems
a shame that Newark State's
admirable record in this area
should be . marred by its
installation of turnstiles at the
entrance and exit to the snack
bar. It seems to me that the small
benefit obtained from the
turnstiles in expediting service
does not compensate for the
inconvenience caused to the
disabled student at Newark State.
I am glad the INDEPENDENT
recognized the importance of the
problem and I hope that, having
had the situation brought to its
attention, the Administration will
soon take steps to remedy it.
Thank you,
Ina White

and, it has been said (ROAD &
.submit my case for the turbine TRACK, April 1971) that gasoline
have a ride in one (I still carry my engines generating comparable
free ride card just in case I see one brake horsepower figures are 50%
of Chrysler's oldies) -you'll freak
heavier than the turbine, 30%
out on the sound alone. The larger, and incalcuably inferior in
power will drive you (literally) up terms of pu re volumetric
a wall.
efficiency. In turbine aircraft , oil
Consider the iron under your is changed usually around 3,000
hood right now; valves timed to hours
an automotive
pop off a camshaft, camshaft off a application would result in
crankshaft, crankshaft pushed by 100,000 mile average oil changes
pistons, pistons pushed by gas and the resistance of a gas turbine
ignition (combustion), to accumulate starting "stall"
combustion initiated by spark, speed in revolutions X 1000
spark ignited by a complex doesn't change much with cold
distributor /electrical system - in ambient temperature. It needs no
short, it's .a wonder the damn cold mixture enrichment.
thing don't · blow your ass to the Combustion is continuous, not
moon everytime you sit in it (buy intermittant and explosive and it
a bike, right Mark? The turbine takes place at such high
gets power from burning gases operational temperatures that
under pressure generated by its hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon
own movement (i.e. vanes, stators monoxide (CO) exhaust
under pressure from inrushing air concentrations are practically
tum and hence cause -power, nonexistant. In reference to
kinetic, I think). Just like the nitrogineous oxide (NO)
pinwheels kids play with production, General Motors
imagine a future Grumpy Jenkins engineering prophets have reduced
record holding, pinwheel-pow- extant NO production by 40%
e red, Chevrolet screamer? (meeting 1976 specs) - clean air
(Continued from Page 6)
diabolical! Potential smoothness is is in the distance, maybe soon
engine and oversize knobby tires).
an inherent characteristic; all we'll race to the horizon · in, a
Redlinin'
regularly moving parts are in turbo-vette and enjoy it.
Suzuki recently got the
constant rotation and is
A "reciprocating", i.e. piston
Japanese rights to the Wankel
compactness and relative power to motor , has to be tuned and
rotary engine and have promised a
size efficiency ratios enable maintained at extremely fine
Wankel engined bike in their 197 3
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Newark Drops Two
This season's edition of the
Squire basketball team closes out
its 1971-1972 season with an
away game at Rutgers - Newark.
The game is scheduled for 8:00
for the varsity with the jayvees
starting at 6:45. The game is to be
played at Barringer High School
Gymnasium at Park Avenue and
Parker Street in Newark. Let's try
and get some support for the team
and come and see the game. It
promises to be a good contest and
will be the last collegiate contest
for two outstanding seniors, Dan
Pocus and Wilbur Aikens.
The team was in for some
rough going last week as
Wilmington College and Jersey
City State both scored convincing
wins. First the scene was at Jersey
City where the Squires were
treated to a 111-72 loss. The team
hung close in the first half as
Jersey City led at the half, 44-36.
Wil Aikens had 14 points to keep
Newark close while 6'8 Steve
Schindler scored 18 points.
However in the second half an old
nemisis, Jim Catalano, took over
and settled the outcome once and
for all. Jim, though hobbled by a
knee injury , repeatedly hit his
patented jump shot in the second
half and scored 9 in a row to raise
the score to 64-43 and sealed the
Squires doom. For the Squires Wil
Aikens finished with 24 tough
points while Dan Pocus added 19.
Schindler finished with 26 while
Catalano ended with 23.
Wilmington : College came to
Newark last Friday and the
ensuing game saw one of the
highest scoring games this school
has seen. In a stirring defensive
struggle (Hah!) the Squires fell
122-96. Yes 122-96. The
u, Delaware team couldn't miss and
the combination of nan Branch,
former Central High star, Ron
Burgess and Charlie Harrison
combined for 48 points in the

first half. The halftime score was
70-48 and the best was yet to
come. Scoring at will in the
second half and pulling all stops
the Wilmington five rolled up 52
points to finish the debacle.
Newark tried to meet the
challenge with some fine scoring
of their own. The Squires reached
96, their high of the year. Danny
Pocus finished with 26 points
while Rich Wilson scored 20. Ron
Burgess finished with 26 and
Branch added 23. The Squires fall
to 5-17 and could possiblly
salvage some respectability with a
win against Trenton and a final
victory at Rutgers.
WILMINGTON COLLEGE - 122

Branch 11 6 26 Brozeski 6 1
13 Burgess 11 6 28 Chilesky 4
2 10 Harrison 2 12 Hirsch 4 1
9 Kennar 3 4 18 Lucas 5 0 10
Campellone 1 0 2.
Totals: 50 22 122
NEWARK STATE - 96

Pocus 9 8 26 Aikens 3 1 7
Wilson Lykosh O O O Hill 2 4 8.
Totals: 33 30 96
Halftime: Wilmington 70-48

Racket Squad

The 1972 edition f the Newark
State College Tennis Team will
feature many new faces as did this
years Soccer Squad.
The squad will be led by
Captain Glen Martinson, a
sophomore. In his freshman year
Glen had a 9 win, 4 lose record
and reached the semi-finals in the
N.A.I.A. district No . 31
tournament. Other returning
lettermen are Ted Evanski, Frank
Roscus, Ron Yarem, Chris
O'Carrol and Gary Caprio.
There will be many more
players fighting for the top six
singles spots. Top candidates are:
Freshmen Rich Sackett (Scotch
Plains), Jeff Walpole (Piscataway),
Steve Range (Linden), Don
Flately (Carteret), and Tony
Spadora (Colonia).
Other newcomers expected to
be fighting for the top six spots
are Tony Gonsalnes, Kei th
D' Amato, Vincent Lucido and
John Peterson.
• The success of the team will
depend on the ability of th e team
to play consistent tennis as
Martinson did in 1971. If we can
get this type of effort from all our

-.. .

GOIf Te am Loo ks
Good For '72
The outlook in golf at Newark
State College is very bright for the
coming season. Captain Ed
Janesko, a senior, along with
unanimous 1971 All-Conference
selection Mark Tasey, should
make the team strong at the
number one and two positions. At
this point, Kevin Barry, a senior,
should have the inside track on
the number 3 position which he
performed at most of the 1971

season.
Also returning from last year's
successful team (10 wins, 5 losses)
are Bill Hoermann and Mike
Wojcio. Mike as a freshman last
year posted the team's best record
(12 and 3).
It is hoped that the new
additons to the squad will fill
positions that are open and help
to fi II positions that need
improvement.

players, we will improve greatly
on last years record of 3-10,
which was the best record ever by
a Newark State College Tennis
Team.

o·Iam on d

H1g
• hpo1n
• ts
·
Newark State College Baseball
Team is coming off its frist
winning season since 1959. The
1971 record of 10 wins and 9
losses was the highest number of
wins in Newark States' Baseball
history. Four players have
graduated from the 1971 squad
leaving question marks at third .
base and shortstop, where all-state
selection Pat Geroni and
honorable mention all-conference
Tom Hanlon resided.
The success of the 1972 squad ,
will depend upon whether suitable
replacements can be found. Ron
Goldfaden, all-conference first
baseman and Charles Robbins,
h
,
t is years captain will be counted
upon to supply the majority of
the batting power. Returning to
handle the ptiching cho~s will be
Roger Schreiner, Stan Pietrzyk,
and Mike Janella. This trio, along
with Junior College transfers John
Wagner and Paul Jakupcionis, and
freshman Joe Knozek, will
provide the Squires with added
depth in the all-important
pitching department.
If the freshmen players mature
quickly and adjust to college
competition and there are no
injuries to our pitchers we should
enjoy a successful season.

Talent

(Continued from Page 10)

throws, while allowing only 31
field goals and 26 free throws.
On Monday 14th, Caldwell
College for .Women was hosted. ·
The Squirettes rose to an early
lead, at the end of the first quarter, as the boards read 24-5, as
Mabel Roy netted 11 of her 21
· points for the evening. She was
high scorer for both squads. Pat
Longo, had 14 points, contributing 6 F.G. and 2 F.T. The girls
quickly rose to a 46-13 half time
lead.
Although, it was never a match
for intercollegiate-activity, it was
a good practice for the team, as
Coach Scuderi, worked all her
players. The final score of the
game was N.S.C. 78, Caldwell 33.
William Paterson College,
which suffered its second big defeat Thursday night, now posts a
5-3 record. Montclair State which
beat Paterson 61-35, was followed
by Newark State which defeated
them 54-23.
Paterson, whose girls played
terrible makes one think how 5
victories were ever registered.
Newarks' starting five , led at the
end of the first quarter 19-1.
Ellen Dayon, who was high
scorer for the Squirettes, with 13
points, was followed by Mabel
Roy who added 10.
Newark State recorded the
victory for the game. N.S.C.
record is now 9-1. Although it was
an eventful evening for the
basketball team, it was also a
distressing one, as Donna Glester
was injured. We hope to see her
well and back in the line-up for
the game against Montclair State
on the 29th of this month.

ANNOUNCING T~E

2nd "S~ECIAL Ol'fMP-\CS"

LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLINIC
TO BE HELD AT The

NEWARK STATE OOLLEGE GYMNASIUM
UNION, NEW JERSEY

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1972
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE

SUNDAY, FEB. 27 th
7:00 p.m.

MONDAY , FEB. 28th
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
TUESDAY, FEB. 29th
8:30 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
WEDNESDAY , MARCH 1st
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
7 :30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
8:30 p.m.
THURSDAY , MARCH 2nd
9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.

EVENT

PLACE

CCB Rock Concert, "Rock and Roll
Revival" - Completely Sold Out

TPA

Senior Cap & Gown Measurements
Board of Trustees Public Session
Science Lecture
CCB Movie, "Chicago Seven Conspiracy
Trial"
Coffee House

T.V. Lounge
Room A, Downs
B-109
Little Theatre

Research Project
Senior Cap & Gown Measurements
Thematic Microlab /Free U.
Sexual Identity/Free U.
Townsend Lecture Committee Meeting
History Club Meeting
Coffee House

Alumni Lounge
T.V. Lounge
Hex Room
Hex Room
Rm B, Bookstore
W-100
Hex Room

Transcendental Meditation Lecture
Group Experience
Transcendental Meditation/Free U.
Coffee. House
Instrumental Ensembles Concert

Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room
TPA

Student Org. Executive Board ·
Primary Election_s
CO Meeting
Need Fulfillment/Free U.
Explore
Bookstore Discussion - Open Meeting
First Aid Squad Meeting
Carnival Committee Meeting
Coffee House

College Center

N.J. "Y" - Camps Recruitment for Summer
Work
Hypnosis and Mind Expansion/Free U.
Coffee House

Alumni Lounge

Hex Room

Rm B, Bookstore
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Formal Lge, Downs
W-200
Sloan Lounge
Hex Room

Hex Room
Hex Room
• •• t

This is an invitation to participate in a program to
generate enthusiasm and support for the Special
Olympics.
Eligibility depends on your interest in helping a
mentally retarded child, eight years and older, to
become involved in a physical fitness program with the
ultimate goal of participating in two Special Olympics
track and field or swimming events on Saturday, May
20th. No previous experience is necessary.
For further information, contact Mrs. Edith
Resnick, Department of Physical Education, Newark
State College.
SWIMMING EVENTS TRACK AND FIELD EVENTS
50 yd. Dash
25 yd. Freestyle
300 yd. Run
25 yd. Backstroke
Softball Throw
50 yd. Freestyle
Long Jump
100 yd. Freestyle Relay
High Jump
Diving "Exhibition"
Competition Divisions will be based on age, sex
and ability.
'
AGE CATEGORIES
8-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19 years and older
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